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11:42AM Clown Town: How Obama Is Releasing
Gitmo Prisoners The release of last week's

prisoner swap for American soldier Bowe Bergdahl
could have far-reaching effects on Afghanistan.
WSJ's Scott Patterson explains. Photo: AP This

transcript has been automatically generated and
may not be 100% accurate. ... I... the six... this...

has been one of the most divisive presidential
debates of recent times... could this... really be

a... signal that... the president of... the Obamas is
closing down the detention facility at the

Guantanamo Bay and that has far-reaching
implications for Afghanistan... that says a lot

about both parties... this... aam... I I mean while
we don't know anything about that yet I have to

say that... the president... in his... weekly address
he addressed... the Guantanamo Bay prisoner

was... re aam... I... it just lost a former prisoner in
the guantanamo Bay is... I this... the first

American prisoner of war to be at the
Guantanamo Bay for many years... and the
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president today... says he is determined to close
that facility... that is... that is a very significant

statement... and I mean the... problem that he has
with regard to that is that the other party in this
situation... has been a very firm against closing
down the whole of the Guantanamo Bay... the

congress has not been averse to doing that... and
the... the... the last prisoner who is... saying close

him because the American public was very
uncomfortable with keeping him... here... I... and
the... president did not... dare back down from

this as an aam... I... and the other it has been the
members of his own party... who have wanted to
move us from this position... in view of the fact

that the domestic... wind is still pretty strong... on
the back of that... if you wanted to say that that is
a sign that Congress is obviously... going to move
forward on this front and... now we'll see what the

president does... well I I don't know that he's
moving forward... on this front... what I'm saying

is that they will be pleased to know that they have
a captive audience... I and we will see how that
will play out in in Congress in that regards when

they 0cc13bf012
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